School of

Financial Markets
Abu Dhabi Global Market Academy
ADGM Academy opened for business in early 2018. Located in
Abu Dhabi's award winning International Financial Centre, it
was established by Abu Dhabi Global Market with the vision of
becoming one of the leading academies in the region focused
on financial education.

In partnership with globally recognised educational institutions,
ADGM Academy offers programmes on a range of topics
and qualifications including banking, finance, leadership,
entrepreneurship, technical and professional skills.

Our Partner

Elite Traders Group
A group of professional traders in financial markets has created a
club where non-professionals, entrepreneurs and professionals can
work within the same ecosystem. The Elite Traders Group Arcade
supports investment and trading activities and encourages delegates
to grow their knowledge, strategy and skill.
In addition, the club has developed classes which draw on the live
trading and strategic experience of its professional traders.

Courses are available for beginners, intermediates and
professionals looking to learn more about the world of trading,
whether they are seeking a secondary income or wish to become a
trader, broker or asset manager.

Financial Markets Trading Programme

Become a Trader

Trade like a Pro

Intro to the World of Traders

Advanced Technical Analysis

Intro to Financial Markets

Advanced Behavioral Analysis

Forex Introduction and workshop

Money Management / Risk Management

Understand Market Price Action

Building a Trading Strategy

Market Behavioral Analysis

Application of Trading Strategy

Market Technical Analysis

Trading Psychology

How to book any of our programmes

+9712 333 8500
academy@adgm.com
adgmacademy.com

Financial Markets
The School of Financial Markets, run in partnership with Elite Trading Group, has been formed to coach and mentor the traders of
tomorrow.
A new initiative at the Academy, the School of Financial Markets is launching a series of trading programmes supporting investment and
trading activities. Course content is derived from case studies of professional traders, providing an ideal grounding for those wishing to
become a trader, broker or asset manager, or for those seeking a secondary income.
With the Academy’s courses for beginners, intermediates and professionals, delegates learn:
•

Strategy: how to define, implement, test and execute a strategy.

•

Risk: how to minimise risk and enhance profits during a transaction.

•

Mind Management: how to manage emotions and build a strong conviction muscle.

•

Tools: how to manage profitable or adverse trading situations effectively using the available tools

Why Should You Enroll in this Programme?
Investors looking to enter the world of foreign exchange can find themselves frustrated and quickly
spiralling downward, losing capital fast and optimism even faster. The Financial Markets Trading
Programme, from ADGM Academy offers an in-depth introduction to trading. With classes and
workshops, exercises, and interactive content, you'll learn how the financial market works, how to
trade FOREX, how to analyse currency pairs, how to build strategies, and much more.

Learn from professionals before trading in the highly volatile financial marketplace. Success in dealing with
financial instruments does not necessarily breed success in currency exchange trading. The Financial Market
Trading Programme will provide you with all the tools for a more profitable trading experience.

Often perceived as an easy money making career, trading in financial markets is quite challenging, though highly
engaging. Perseverance, continuous learning, efficient capital management techniques, the ability to take risks, and a
robust trading plan are needed to be a successful trader.

Meet the Expert
Gary Boyer is a Co-founder of Elite Traders Group, bringing along a wealth of personal and professional
experience as a trader as well as a portfolio manager.
Mr. Boyer has an extensive background in Corporate Finance, trading and hedging various financial asset
classes. He has completed two Master’s degrees in Finance and Entrepreneurship from Bradford UK and EM
LYON in France as well as a Master’s Degree in Financial Markets, International Trade & Asset Management in
Paris. He has worked as a financial consultant for Gold Mining and Rose producing companies in Africa and
has participated in underwriting an IPO with a listed company on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange. Later he joined
Millennium Partners Hedge Fund, managed by Erick Tripoli.

Gary Boyer

Mr. Boyer was recruited by the Saudi Investment Fund, Morood, to build and expand the capital markets
department. Mr. Boyer was also responsible for managing Saudi Royal Asset funds, by creating a $10m Sukuk
Musharaka and hedging a Saudi Equities Portfolio among others.
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